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With its motto With its motto flamma ardens et lucens flamma ardens et lucens which meanswhich means  a flame thata flame that
enlightens and enlivens, Salesian College Siliguri is one of theenlightens and enlivens, Salesian College Siliguri is one of the
leading institutions under the University of North Bengal. Theleading institutions under the University of North Bengal. The
campus not only offers varied opportunities to its students butcampus not only offers varied opportunities to its students but
also makes sure to provide the needful guidance. Fromalso makes sure to provide the needful guidance. From
organizing minor departmental events to hosting one of theorganizing minor departmental events to hosting one of the
biggest fests of North Bengal - Innovision, Salesian College hasbiggest fests of North Bengal - Innovision, Salesian College has
a golden history. One of the newest additions to the series ofa golden history. One of the newest additions to the series of
events the institution hosts is the Model United Nations whichevents the institution hosts is the Model United Nations which
started in the year 2021. With its ability to adapt to the way howstarted in the year 2021. With its ability to adapt to the way how
different individuals function and being able to understanddifferent individuals function and being able to understand
and respect all opinions Salesian College truly stands by itsand respect all opinions Salesian College truly stands by its
motto.motto.

  
  

With great pride we introduce the Second Chapter ofWith great pride we introduce the Second Chapter of
Salesian Model United Nations.Salesian Model United Nations.

SALESIAN COLLEGE SILIGURISALESIAN COLLEGE SILIGURI  
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MODEL UNITED NATIONSMODEL UNITED NATIONS
As youth growing up in India, our opinions are often unheard owingAs youth growing up in India, our opinions are often unheard owing
to our tender age and hence a perceived notion of immaturity.to our tender age and hence a perceived notion of immaturity.
When a person is heard it helps in flourishing their opinions intoWhen a person is heard it helps in flourishing their opinions into
revolutionary ideas. There are various platforms where youth canrevolutionary ideas. There are various platforms where youth can
place their words. One such platform is place their words. One such platform is MODEL UNITEDMODEL UNITED
NATIONS or MODEL UN or MUN.NATIONS or MODEL UN or MUN.

Model United Nations is an academic programme that not onlyModel United Nations is an academic programme that not only
listens to individual perspectives but also sows the seeds oflistens to individual perspectives but also sows the seeds of
diplomacy, international relations, cooperation and unbiaseddiplomacy, international relations, cooperation and unbiased
judgment. It also helps individuals explore the field of publicjudgment. It also helps individuals explore the field of public
speaking, debating and writing with their composure and criticalspeaking, debating and writing with their composure and critical
thought. This platform brings youths together to learn and sharethought. This platform brings youths together to learn and share
ideas from their diverse set of experiences. Participants of MUN whoideas from their diverse set of experiences. Participants of MUN who
are known as delegates are assigned different countries and placedare known as delegates are assigned different countries and placed
under various committees under the United Nations. Eachunder various committees under the United Nations. Each
committee is given an agenda that is discussed by various delegates.committee is given an agenda that is discussed by various delegates.
At the end of the conference, the best delegates are awarded. In aAt the end of the conference, the best delegates are awarded. In a
nutshell, MUN is a platform that offers participants to experiencenutshell, MUN is a platform that offers participants to experience
and understand how the United Nations functions.and understand how the United Nations functions.
BENEFITS OF PARTICIPATING IN MUN:BENEFITS OF PARTICIPATING IN MUN:

Helps delegates explore worldwide knowledge through the eyesHelps delegates explore worldwide knowledge through the eyes
and opinions of many minds.and opinions of many minds.
Builds confidence and interpersonal skills by helping delegatesBuilds confidence and interpersonal skills by helping delegates
explore public speaking, debating, researching and writing.explore public speaking, debating, researching and writing.
Instills leadership qualities.Instills leadership qualities.
Helps delegates understand, respect and work in closeHelps delegates understand, respect and work in close
coordination with individuals having various perspectives.coordination with individuals having various perspectives.
The certificate received at MUN is of great value in wider world.The certificate received at MUN is of great value in wider world.



COMMITTEESCOMMITTEES

The The United Nations Security Council (UNSC)United Nations Security Council (UNSC) is one of the 6 principle organs is one of the 6 principle organs
of the United Nations. It is one of the primary bodies that takes activeof the United Nations. It is one of the primary bodies that takes active
participation in the maintenance of world peace and security. In cases of risingparticipation in the maintenance of world peace and security. In cases of rising
tensions among countries, acts of aggression and any threat to world peace, thetensions among countries, acts of aggression and any threat to world peace, the
UNSCUNSC calls upon parties to settle such disputes. In certain boisterous situation calls upon parties to settle such disputes. In certain boisterous situation
the the UNSCUNSC has the authority to resort to use of armed forces and impose various has the authority to resort to use of armed forces and impose various
sanctions for the maintenance of world peace and security.sanctions for the maintenance of world peace and security.

Women, Peace and Security:Women, Peace and Security:  
Accountability as Prevention: Ending Cycles of SexualAccountability as Prevention: Ending Cycles of Sexual

Violence during conflict.Violence during conflict.

UNITED NATIONS SECURITY COUNCILUNITED NATIONS SECURITY COUNCIL

AGENDAAGENDA
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ARKO JYOTI MITRA SIDHARTH CHHETRI

DIRECTOR SPECIAL RAPPORTEUR



Comprehensively analysing the reservationComprehensively analysing the reservation
system in light of the 21st century.system in light of the 21st century.

COMMITTEESCOMMITTEES

AGENDAAGENDA
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LOK SABHALOK SABHA
Lok Sabha also known as House of the People is the primary lawLok Sabha also known as House of the People is the primary law
making body in India. It is the lower house of the Parliament ofmaking body in India. It is the lower house of the Parliament of
India. Members of the Lok Sabha are directly elected by universalIndia. Members of the Lok Sabha are directly elected by universal
adult suffrage and retain their posts for a total of five years. Lokadult suffrage and retain their posts for a total of five years. Lok
Sabha plays an important role in the Indian Governance as it hasSabha plays an important role in the Indian Governance as it has
certain features which makes it even more powerful than the Rajyacertain features which makes it even more powerful than the Rajya
Sabha. Motions of no confidence against the government can beSabha. Motions of no confidence against the government can be
introduced and passed in the Lok Sabha.introduced and passed in the Lok Sabha.

KESHAV SHARMA

DEPUTY SPEAKER

KSHITIZ MITTAL

C0-SPEAKER

SATYAM SINGHAL

CO-SPEAKER



Non-proliferation of the weapons of massNon-proliferation of the weapons of mass
destructiondestruction in light of the current situation. in light of the current situation.

COMMITTEESCOMMITTEES

AGENDAAGENDA
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UNGA - DISECUNGA - DISEC
The Disarmament and International Security (DISEC) deals with disarmament, globalThe Disarmament and International Security (DISEC) deals with disarmament, global
challenges and threats to peace that affect the international community and seeks outchallenges and threats to peace that affect the international community and seeks out
solutions to the challenges in the international security regime. It considers allsolutions to the challenges in the international security regime. It considers all
disarmament and international security matters within the scope of the Charter ordisarmament and international security matters within the scope of the Charter or
relating to the powers and functions of any other organ of the United Nations; therelating to the powers and functions of any other organ of the United Nations; the
general principles of cooperation in the maintenance of international peace andgeneral principles of cooperation in the maintenance of international peace and
security, as well as principles governing disarmament and the regulation ofsecurity, as well as principles governing disarmament and the regulation of
armaments; promotion of cooperative arrangements and measures aimed atarmaments; promotion of cooperative arrangements and measures aimed at
strengthening stability through lower levels of armaments.strengthening stability through lower levels of armaments.

AMAN GOYAL JEROME TAMANG

CHAIRPERSON VICE-CHAIRPERSON



The Role of Youth in ImplementingThe Role of Youth in Implementing
Sustainable Development Goals andSustainable Development Goals and

Promoting Prosperity in a Changing WorldPromoting Prosperity in a Changing World
with special emphasis on SDGs 2, 4 and 13.with special emphasis on SDGs 2, 4 and 13.
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COMMITTEESCOMMITTEES

AGENDAAGENDA

ECOSOCECOSOC
The United Nations Economic and Social Council which was established on 26 JuneThe United Nations Economic and Social Council which was established on 26 June
1945 is one of the six principal organs of the United Nations established. ECOSOC is1945 is one of the six principal organs of the United Nations established. ECOSOC is
responsible for promoting higher standards of living, full employment, and economicresponsible for promoting higher standards of living, full employment, and economic
and social progress; identifying solutions to international economic, social and healthand social progress; identifying solutions to international economic, social and health
problems; facilitating international cultural and educational cooperation; andproblems; facilitating international cultural and educational cooperation; and
encouraging universal respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms.encouraging universal respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms.

SANDEEP AGARWAL SNEHA LEPCHA

PRESIDENT VICE-PRESIDENT



Unbiased Journalism.Unbiased Journalism.
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COMMITTEESCOMMITTEES

THEMETHEME

INTERNATIONAL PRESSINTERNATIONAL PRESS
The International Press (IP) is one of the most interesting committees of theThe International Press (IP) is one of the most interesting committees of the
MUN. It is a specialised committee with a unique function to report andMUN. It is a specialised committee with a unique function to report and
comment on the various proceeding of other committees of the MUN. The presscomment on the various proceeding of other committees of the MUN. The press
members has the liberty to listen to various debates and express their individualmembers has the liberty to listen to various debates and express their individual
and independent opinions on those debates. Press members observe theand independent opinions on those debates. Press members observe the
happening of the MUN and produce informative and creative articles.happening of the MUN and produce informative and creative articles.

SURABHI PAKHRIN DIKSHA JAIN SOUMYADIP SIKDAR

CO-HEAD CO-HEAD SUB-HEAD
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PERKS:PERKS:
• Winners will be awarded with cash prizes and trophies• Winners will be awarded with cash prizes and trophies
worth ₹70,000.worth ₹70,000.
• Breakfast for 2 days, lunch for 3 days and hi-tea for 3 days• Breakfast for 2 days, lunch for 3 days and hi-tea for 3 days
are available.are available.
• Certificates for all participants.• Certificates for all participants.
• An opportunity to experience socials.• An opportunity to experience socials.
• A chance to expand your network base with people from• A chance to expand your network base with people from
diverse fields of expertise.diverse fields of expertise.
•A special edition of a press conference.•A special edition of a press conference.

HOW TO JOIN?HOW TO JOIN?
Experience what it's like to be in the shoes of InternationalExperience what it's like to be in the shoes of International
diplomats and key decision makers of the country by simply:diplomats and key decision makers of the country by simply:
• Clicking• Clicking    on the link given at the end of the brochure.on the link given at the end of the brochure.
• Registering yourself by entering the asked details and giving• Registering yourself by entering the asked details and giving
your preferred committee and portfolio.your preferred committee and portfolio.
• By making the payment of ₹1,500 through the same portal.• By making the payment of ₹1,500 through the same portal.
• You will get an intimation from the team with the study guide• You will get an intimation from the team with the study guide
and ROPs.and ROPs.
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DETAILS REGARDING REGISTRATION:
 

Dates of the MUN: 14, 15 & 16 MAY 2022
 
 

Registration Procedure: 
• For Delegate & Campus Ambassador,

 fill the registration form here
https://linktr.ee/smun2022

 
TAP OR SCAN THE QR CODE

 
 
 
 
 
 

Cash Prizes and Awards worth ₹ 70,000
 

Contact Details-
Email: salesianmun@salesiancollege.net

Instagram: @salesianmun
 

KSHITIZ MITTAL: 83898 68410
(SECRETARY GENERAL)

 
 
 
 

https://linktr.ee/smun2022



